How do I create LHRs in FirstSearch?
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Applies to

- FirstSearch
- Connexion Browser

Answer

If you have logged on to FirstSearch using an authorization that is also valid in OCLC Connexion, you can select the LHR Update icon for direct access to the work's corresponding Connexion record. The record opens in a separate window.

1. If your library holds the work whose record you are viewing, the work's Local Holdings Record opens in Editing Local Holdings Record mode.
2. If your library does not hold the work whose record you are viewing, the work's WorldCat record opens in Editing Bibliographic Record mode.
3. For information on editing Connexion records select the Help link on the OCLC Connexion screen.

Additional information

If you have logged on to FirstSearch using an authorization that is not valid in OCLC Connexion, selecting the LHR Update icon opens a Connexion Login window. You must log on and search for the work's records.